Interaction of cytolytic toxin CytB with a supported lipid bilayer: study using an acoustic wave device.
An acoustic technique was used to monitor the interaction of the pore-forming cytolytic toxin CytB with a positively charged supported lipid bilayer. The acoustic device, which is based on a waveguide geometry, is sensitive to changes in the mass of the supported bilayer. The specificity of the interaction, rate and extent of the association, reversibility and effect of previous depositions of toxin were investigated. The CytB was found to bind irreversibly to the lipids at all fractional coverages even when the protein-to-lipid ratio was high enough to imply that the protein was associating with the external surface of the bilayer. The CytB formed stable structures with the bilayer at high protein surface concentrations and did not appear to disrupt the bilayer in the manner of a detergent. The rate of association with the bilayer was found to be directly proportional to the solution concentration of CytB at higher concentrations but appeared to be low at a CytB solution concentration of 5 microg mL(-1), leading to relatively low amounts of CytB being associated with the bilayer.